The Government of the German Reich and the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics desirous of strengthening the cause of peace between Germany and the U.S.S.R., and proceeding from the fundamental provisions of the Neutrality Agreement concluded in April 1926 between Germany and the U.S.S.R., have reached the following agreement:

I. NON-AGGRESSION: Both high contracting parties agree not to delcare war on or attack the other in any way.

II. SPHERE OF INFLUENCE: Both parties agree to the following:
   a. The USSR may combat move units into each of the Baltic States and place a Soviet roundel there. No combat occurs.
   b. The USSR may combat move into East Poland and Lubelskie and place a Soviet roundel in each after Germany occupies Warsaw (regardless of Polish Alignment to Britain).
   c. The USSR may invade Vipuri (Finland). Germany may not Control/Align Finland until Germany is at war with the USSR. USSR may not attack other zones in Finland.
   d. The USSR may not attack Romania or Hungary.

III. TRADE: Germany and the USSR agree to mutually beneficial trade. As a result of the pact. The players do not actually exchange resources.
   a. Germany gets 5 IPP per turn bonus income.
   b. USSR gets 3 IPP bonus income and a free research roll each turn.

IV. BASIS NORD: Germany may build a submarine base in Murmansk.
   a. This base is eliminated immediately if USSR and Germany are at war. It may not be attacked by a nation that is not at war with the USSR.
   b. Baltic-White Sea Canal: Once per turn a German submarine may move to Leningrad (SZ16) during non-combat move and subsequently be placed in the White Sea (SZ6) for no additional movement costs.
V. TERMINATION: Either player may declare the pact nullified at any point in time by announcing it. Once nullified the pact may not be signed again and all provisions end. The pact ends automatically if Germany and the USSR are at war.

The undersigned plenipotentiaries, on concluding the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact and its secret additional protocols, and additional trade pacts hereby ratify this agreement.

For the Government of the German Reich.
J. Ribbentrop

By the authority of the Government of U.S.S.R.
V. Molotov